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Series 2, Episode 1(9): Maya's Sister
Night is looming over Wario Island... or Dumb-Crow Isle as the island is now known as, often shortened to
Dumb-Isle. Anyhow, this is Wario-Ware-Man speaking, who will be the narrator for this and newer stories.
Starting with this episode every single story will be in english from the get go, as well as the first to
abandon the "Character Speech Script" format that apparantly wasn't very good to begin with.
Anyway, it is just another night in the house of Wario-Ware-Man and co. Inside the living room Warrio is
sitting on his sofa watching TV eating on a bowl of garlic while Maya is knitting on something. At first
everything seems to be just normal. Outside the front of the house a shadow emerges. With the camera
focused on the doorbell the hand of the unknown visitor starts ringing the bell.
Back in the living room inside the house Maya hears the sound of the doorbell. Being too busy with her
knitting Maya tells Warrio to go and open the door.
"No way!" said Warrio. "I'm too busy watching the program on the TV and eating on my garlic. You get up
and open the door."
"Seriously Warrio. I'm busy with my knitting here, and I'm NOT going to put it aside right now!" Maya
said and shuts off the TV with the TV remote.
"There. Now, go and get the door!" she said and resumes knitting on her little something. After some
thought Warrio reluctantly goes out to the main entrance to open the door, but not without uttering mean
things.
"Grr... All I wanted to do tonight was sit down, eat some tasty garlic and watch something good on the
TV... Next time it will be Maya who opens the door, that's for sure!!" Warrio muttered to himself and opens
the door to let the visitor in. Out of nowhere is Warrio being kissed on the cheek by the visitor who is
revealed to be a young bee girl wearing a blue non-sleeved shirt and having ice skates on her feet.
"What the...?!" was all what could come out from Warrio's mouth. The young bee girl apparantly isn't
seeing who she's kissing, and after opening her eyes again is a bit confused to see it's not the person she
thought Warrio were.
"Oh my... sorry about that." said the young bee girl. "I was expecting to see Maya the Bee standing before
me. Is she in this house maybe?"
Despite having asked Warrio her question she gets no answer from him. By the hearts in his eyes Warrio
appears to have become lovestruck.
"Ahem, I said... Is Maya in here?" She asked him one more time, but once again hears no response from
him. From the living room Maya hears what's going on at the main entrance. She rushes out to see who the
visitor is and are overjoyed to find out it's her sister who has come for a visit.
"Ah, there you are Maya!" Maya's sister greeted her.
"Cindella!!" Maya greeted her sister back and runs over to hug her. The other Wario brothers, Wario-WareMan and VARIO, rushes to the main hall to see what all the fuss is about and are in for a bit of an surprise.
"Say, who's that fellow Maya's hugging?" VARIO asked Wario-Ware-Man.
"I'm not quite sure. But that girl over there I guess seems to be someone of great importance to Maya." said
Wario-Ware-Man.

"Oh, hi guys. You came just in time to meet my sister!" Maya greeted the other Wario bro's.
"I didn't know you even had a sister! ... so, what's your name?" Wario-Ware-Man asked Maya's sister.
"My name is Cindella. That other guy behind me looks very much like you guys... are you three possibly
related?" Cindella asked him.
"Oh, him... well, that guy with... um, creepy hearts in his eyes are Warrio. I'm Wario-Ware-Man, and the
guy behind me wearing black overalls, white cap and short sleeved shirt are VARIO." Wario-Ware-Man
said.
"My name is spelled in all uppercase by the way, in case you don't know." VARIO said.
"Yeah yeah, we know that. But good of you none the less to mention it anyway!" said Wario-Ware-Man.
"Oh, ok! Nice to meet you guys. I must say though that your friend Warrio..." Cindella said.
"Um, correction from my side, but we're actually brothers." Wario-Ware-Man corrected her.
"Oh, so you three are really siblings? That didn't really cross my mind until you just said that... Anyway,
that Warrio fellow seems to be quite a bit... er, how should I put it... um, he really seems to be having his
eyes on me. Is he like that with all people he greets by the door?" she asked him.
"Oh, don't worry about that. I'm sure it's nothing too special. Maybe he's thinking about something that
really triggers his hunger. He tends to be like that sometimes." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"I on the other hand don't think that's the case..." VARIO said to himself, taking note of the hearts in
Warrio's eyes.
"He he, I'm sure it could be something else though... Maybe he's in love with me?" Cindella theorized.
"Mm... could be entirely possible..." said Wario-Ware-Man with an expression of doubt on his face.
"Anyway, why not go into the TV room and have a seat? You must be quite exhausted after all the walking,
or skating of yours."
"Aw, it's fine. I'm very much fit of myself. I tend to be very active. In fact, I rarely ever sit still." Cindella
said as they all go into the TV room to talk and know each other a little more.
They keep on chatting and talking for hours, and the five of them appear to have a really good time despite
the rainy weather that's just formed outside.
"So, you say you've been doing things like bungee-jumping, crossing mountain tops over a single line, and
even sky diving?!" Wario-Ware-Man said to Cindella.
"Yes. I like taking on challenges, even very risky ones. As a sidenote however, when I'm not active I tend
to do gardening outside my house." said Cindella.
"Oh yeah, that one bit..." VARIO said to himself.
"Wow. Even I wouldn't dare to do something like that! That IS very brave of you!" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"It sure is. My sister are probably more active than I could've ever been." said Maya.
"Um, sorry Warrio, but... why exactly are you having your eyes on Cindella all the time??" VARIO said.

"Huh...? What, me? Ogling at her?? Naw, of course not! I wasn't looking at her, ever!" Warrio suddenly
snapped out and denied himself having ever looked at Cindella.
"Oh, really? I could'a sworn I saw you ogling at her... ah well, might just have been my imagination then."
VARIO shrugged and goes back to listen to the discussion. Warrio then looks over to Cindella again. The
latter notices him and starts giggling a little, and gives him a small wink. It seems that even Cindella seems
to like him for more than just being a friend.
"I... I-I just can't believe it. For the first time in my entire life I'm really feeling love for something other
than my own parrot! ... well, I still like my parrot no matter what, and he's the bestest bird buddy a fatso
could've ever had. But still..." Warrio said to himself and keeps staring at Cindella for the rest of the
discussion.
"Are you planning on staying here for the night?" Wario-Ware-Man asked Cindella.
"Well, I plan to stay until the next night. Next morning though I'll be going out and do my regular activites,
like skating and so on." Cindella said.
"Er, excuse me, but how can you skate around the streets with ice skates in the summer? There's not even
any snow outside!" VARIO wondered.
"Um... it's something I've been learning on my own. When I was little I often had a fascination with ice
skating. Where I lived however there were rarely any snow or ice, and despite common knowledge from
others around me I often found myself trying to skate on dry ground. I often got laughed at for trying it,
but I kept it up, and now I'm able to do ice skating on any surface, icy or not!" Cindella said.
"Well, at least all that practice of yours must've paid off in the end. Gotta say I find it a bit odd though."
Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Yeah, it's not everyday you see someone wearing ice skates on a hot summer or whatever." said Maya.
"Pft. Like that's the weirdest thing." said VARIO and points to the cage where Warrio's parrot now has
gotten out of its cage and is now skateboarding all around the living room while balancing on his beak.
"Ook... Ha-ha-hah, you're right VARIO. Sometimes there's far stranger things going on... gotta wonder
what's up with his parrot now though." said Wario-Ware-Man.
"Maybe he's just growing bored or something? Even parrots can sometimes be bored of living inside a
cage all day." VARIO said.
"True VARIO, true... only problem is, how else are we supposed to even keep him engaged and active? No
matter what we try to do with him he just doesn't seem too interested... Maybe we oughta let him out of his
cage more often every now and then so he can see more of the world." said Wario-Ware-Man and resumes
talking to Cindella again.
Next morning a lone Wario nose wearing dark glasses sings on top a sign, with his little mini-trombone in
hand. He's unfortunately knocked off the sign though by one of the residents throwing a hammer at him.
Inside the house of Wario-Ware-Man and co everyone's sitting in the kitchen having breakfast, with the
Wario bros eating roasted garlic and Maya having fried vegetables and a glass of sweet honey.
"*Munch munch* Hey Wario-Ware-Man, the garlic tasted pretty good today!" VARIO said.
"Same here. I let the garlic remain on the frying pan for a bit longer than usual, and also using spices with
more flavour to it, so that's probably why it's so tasty this time." Wario-Ware-Man said.

"Also, for the longest time now, I've always heard people saying that the three of us here are nothing more
but clones of Wario. How and why is that?? We haven't got much in common with that guy, have we? By
that I mean in way of traits, personalities, and so on." VARIO said.
"Sigh... well, it's something that come and goes, or in our case go and almost always comes back at us. I
suppose you, I, and Warrio look so similar to him that it's very easy for others to mistake us for him. Or
maybe some guys just likes being "Mr. Obvious" and point out we're just simple Wario clones. I'd like to
tell them otherwise, but I don't care. What separates us from the greedy, yellow-clad guy is the way we are,
think, and how we're deciding our actions, which maybe aren't always the best... what others think about
our appearance and looks, that's their problem, not ours." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Another thing I'm now thinking of is, the four of us here; three Wario brothers and a female, human-sized
cartoon bee in a blue dress wearing flat shoes on her feet living next door to each other, even though I'm
now just in my morning pajamas... isn't that a little strange you think? What if someone else are thinking
the exact same thought by now?" Maya said.
"Um... well, I don't think that's so strange. I've seen weirder neighbors living next to each other on my lone
road trips on my old trusty Wario-bike, most of which I'd rather just wanna forget about. I'll probably talk
about them later someday, but not for now." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Hm... I suppose you're right, Wario-Ware-Man. Maybe it's not as strange then." Maya said.
"Indeed... cute pajamas by the way!" Wario-Ware-Man said while pointing at the sunflower-patterned
pajamas she's wearing.
"Why thank you!" Maya said as she blushed after hearing that.
"You're more than welcome." said Wario-Ware-Man.
While they all are sitting at the table, Warrio is in deep thought, so deep he almost forgets to eat his
breakfast. Just then Cindella comes in to get a bottle of water from the fridge. She takes a couple clunks
from the bottle and puts it back and closes the fridge. Warrio watches her from his seat where he and the
others are still eating. She noticies him looking at her.
"Hi there Warrio! You wanna go out with me?" Cindella asked Warrio.
"Hm... sure, why not! I'll come after I've finished my breakfast." Warrio said.
"Ok, I'll be waiting for you outside." Cindella said and heads out.
"Hm. Wonder what that little talk of theirs was about..." VARIO wondered to himself.
"Ah come on, I suppose it's nothing real special. Besides, I've almost finished my breakfast now. You've
barely even touched yours yet." said Wario-Ware-Man.
"Well, I'm waiting for it to cool down a bit. Right now the garlic's too hot for me to chew." VARIO said.
After they finish breakfast everyone is going on with their usual routines; Wario-Ware-Man and VARIO
watching TV while Maya reads on a book. Outside their house Cindella is waiting for Warrio. In just a few
seconds she sees him finally arriving outside.
"Ah, there you are. I started to wonder for a moment whether you have forgot or not." Cindella said.
"Aw, of course I wouldn't forget. So, what's the first thing we're gonna do?" Warrio asked her.

"Just look down at my feet and you'll find out." Cindella replied. Warrio does as Cindella says and looks at
her feet, and no sooner gets the point.
"Ah, I see. So we're gonna do rollerblades, or... or are we gonna do ice skating?!" Warrio said.
"Ice skating would be more like it... It may not look like there's any snow and ice around, but like I said
yesterday I've practised this for years, so I know how to skate on ground, or on grass even." Cindella said.
"Yeah, that might be piece of cake for someone like you..." Warrio said.
"Do you know how to do it yourself?" Cindella asked him.
"Phah, of course I know how to do ice skating on dry ground. Now, only thing I wonder... have I even got
any ice skates?" Warrio asked himself. He goes back into the house and down into their cellar to see if
there's any spare ice-skating shoes lying around.
"Hm, there's a bunch of stuffs down here in this cellar, including fairly old boxes of ours like the stacked
ones here we used during our move from Diamond City to Dumb-Isle, or Shadow Moses Island as this
place was once known as. Among the junk here is even this golf-club bag of ours, with this... strange golf
club that I found in some small forest years ago... but NO ice-skating shoes??" Warrio said as he keeps
looking around he cellar. The only things he finds though are some normal shoes, a pair of table knifes and
laces.
"Aw garlic, just my luck at its worst... but wait, this gives me an idea!" Warrio said and ties the knives to
the bottom of each shoe. He then puts the shoes on his feet and heads out. Back upstairs Warrio is just
passing by the living room where Wario-Ware-Man and the other guys are sitting.
"What the... why in the garlic is Warrio wearing such strange shoes today??" VARIO asked, being
confused at seeing Warrio's new shoes. Wario-Ware-Man, having seen it already, just shrugs his shoulders
and resumes reading the newspaper.
Back outside the house Warrio then storms out, still not quite getting the hang on how to skate like
Cindella does, so he's forced to try walk normally. He manages to stand upright after getting to the spot
Cindella's standing at.
"You think you can do it now Warrio?" Cindella asked.
"I assure you I do! What could possibly go wrong?" Warrio said.
All ready to go, they start ice-skating together. While they're skating around the streets Warrio tries his best
to impress on Cindella, but falls behind when one of his shoes gets stuck in the ground.
"Oh, just typical... I wonder how Cindella manages to do it without any problem, because whenever I try I
often get my foot stuck or something..." Warrio said to himself and tries to free himself to little avail. He
manages to get his foot unstuck and eventually catches up with Cindella.
"Oh, there you are. I really wondered for a while there where you went off to." she said.
"Well, just falling behind a little. A shoe lace or something that went loose, and so on. But you probably
knew that." Warrio said.
"Alright. Mind the police officer over there in front of us Warrio." Cindella said.
"Yeah yeah." Warrio said, having his eyes rolled to the left.

Just where the police officer is standing, who happens to be a Dumb-Crow, Cindella then skates past him,
greeting him as she passes by.
"Hello there. On duty as always, I see?" she greeted him as she went past him.
"Yes madame, I sure am on duty." The Dumb-Crow police officer said. "... Gotta wonder why that girl's
wearing ice-skates though. There's no snow around here."
Not too bothered about this, the police officer then takes a look to the left again, and sees Warrio coming
towards him at high speed with his back turned. Warrio turns to face forward again only to see the police
officer in front of him.
"Uh-oh!" Warrio said and tries to slow down his speed, but ends bumping into the officer. Fortunately this
makes Warrio stop, and are now holding onto the officer's shoulders.
"Phew... that was very close!" Warrio said to himself and tries his hardest not to fall, and for a moment
seems to remain where he is. Unfortunately for him, at just this very moment a small Wario-nose is passing
by.
"Oh no. Go away with you! Shoo, shoo!" Warrio tried to shoo it away, but it just keeps walking near his
feet, tickling him so much Warrio eventually ends up falling on the ground, ripping up the back of the
police officer's suit in the process.
"What the?! ..." was all the police officer could say.
Warrio notices that the police officer's underwear is exposed, and tries to cover it by folding the suit
together again. The police officer is not amused.
"He heh... *goulp...* this could end very badly for me I suppose..." Warrio said to himself and closes his
eyes in preparation for the beatings he'll be taking from the officer.
Somewhere else, Cindella is just skating about at her pace. She looks past her shoulder to see Warrio
skating behind her holding a newpaper over his face.
"Um... Warrio, why are you holding a newspaper over your face??" Cindella asked Warrio.
"Er, well... I-I just simply enjoy reading the paper from time to time. Nothing to worry about really..."
Warrio replied.
"Oh, ok... well, I do hope you're watching where you're skating though." Cindella said.
"Oh, I know where I'm going. Rest assure." Warrio said, still holding the paper over his face. All Cindella
can do is simply scratch her head in confusion.
Later, at a different place, Cindella is balancing on a line in the park, with Warrio standing just below,
admiring Cindella.
"Oh my garlic... She sure looks pretty nice up there, balancing on the line to get to the other end... who
would've thought a guy like me would fall for a young bee girl wearing ice skates? Not me, that's for sure."
Warrio said to himself as he keeps staring up at Cindella. What he doesn't notice however is that Cindella's
just lowered the other end of the stick, right where Warrio is standing. The end of the stick gets stuck in the
back of his overalls and Warrio is immediately flung up in the air.
"Whoa, hey! Watch where you're having tha-aaaah!!!" Warrio said as he is being sent away flying.

At the same time, just nearby, a pair of Woodsters are having a game of badminton. Little do they know
what will soon happen to them.
"Alright, I'll be the one to serve." said one of the Woodsters.
"Duuh... I'm more than ready! Give it your worst!!" the Woodster on the other side said.
"Ok then, here it comes!" the first Woodster said and serves the ball. They're having a very fun time, but
their game is about to be interrupted soon. Out of nowhere comes Warrio flying into the net and bouncing
back and forth, squishing the poor Woodsters flat. Warrio is then launched back towards the direction he
first came from.
"Aw, not again!! ... as if I've already been losing my breakfast by now!" Warrio said as he keeps zipping
across the air. Warrio then arrives at the place he last stood at, and lands on the ground, face down. By now
Cindella's already made it to the end of the line and gets down on the ground.
"Ok Warrio. How did you find my performance?" Cindella asked as she looked to her right side, but sees
Warrio in the exact same pose he were in earlier, only now with a messed up moustasche and his clothes
being almost trashed.
"Oh, um... fine, just fine! Very brilliant indeed!!" Warrio said, not even having seen the rest of her
performance.
"Er... would you like to have a go maybe?" she asked Warrio.
"Hm... naaw, don't think so. Trying to make it to the other end of some balancing line just isn't quite my
forté, I'm afraid." Warrio declined.
Later, Warrio and Cindella are now standing on a bridge, along with Maya and Wario-Ware-Man, the latter
holding a video camera. Cindella has a bungee cord strapped onto her body, standing on the plank she's
going to drop down from.
"Have the camera ready Wario-Ware-Man, Cindella's about to jump!" Maya said.
"I'm filming the whole thing!" Wario-Ware-Man said. Cindella then jumps down, and keeps falling. Warrio
almost drops his jaw to the ground as he's watching Cindella from above.
"My garlic! ... this is something even I wouldn't dare to do!" Warrio said to himself. Cindella then comes
back up again, landing on the plank again.
"Wow Cindella! Well done, well done!!" Maya applauded her sister.
"Thank you sis!" Cindella replied. "Would you try out bungee-jumping as well Warrio?" Cindella asked
Warrio. Warrio gulped as he heard those words.
"Oh noo... this could very well spell my death if things go wrong." Warrio thought to himself. Having no
choice, Warrio straps on the bungee cord and steps onto the diving plank. He looks down to where the
ground is and starts feeling a bit scared.
"Jump Warrio! As long as you've got the bungee cord strapped on you'll be fine. Trust me!" Maya
encouraged him. To his dismay a tiny bit of rock is located right on the spot where Warrio'll be jumping
down.
"Oh, just great... I'll jump anyway, and hope I won't hit that rock!" Warrio said and jumps off the plank.

Warrio falls down as he keeps his eyes closed, hoping he'll never hit the rock below him. Warrio's lucky
though, because he stops just above the rock.
"Did I hit it...?" Warrio said and opens his eyes again. "Hah, I didn't smash my face against this puny little
rock! Looks like you won't be getting the better of me, mr. Stony-thingy!"
Warrio is feeling relieved for a moment. However, the belts on his overalls start coming off, making the
overalls fly back up without him, and Warrio ends up hitting the rock anyway. The overalls fly back up,
right into the face of Wario-Ware-Man, who is still filming the whole thing.
"But hey, who turned off the lights??!" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Ooh...?" was all Cindella could say after seeing the overalls covering Wario-Ware-Man's face. "I wonder
what happened to your brother..."
Cindella takes the camera off the hands from Wario-Ware-Man, and looks down with it to see how Warrio's
doing below the bridge. From the camera's viewpoint an embarrased Warrio is being filmed while having
his underwear exposed.
"Ah crap, not the best situation to be in I suppose..." Warrio said and quickly runs off to the right, with the
camera panning over to him again showing Warrio holding a wooden sign over his lower body, hiding his
undergarments. Up on the bridge, all Wario-Ware-Man can do is chuckle at the sight.
"... I personally don't find this sight funny at all..." Cindella said.
"Well, sorry 'bout that. But this is really something one doesn't see everyday, and... anyhow, at least I find
it somewhat funny, and that's what counts for me." Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Whatever. I was just stating my opinion..." Cindella said.
Later when night finally arrives, Maya and the Wario bros are now sitting in the living room watching the
video that was filmed earlier. VARIO just laughs at the scene with Warrio in only his underwear.
"Ha ha ha!... That is probably the best thing you guys ever captured on the video tape!!" VARIO said while
bursting out in laughter.
"Aw come on. That's not even funny!!" Warrio said while having his arms crossed, with bandage wrapped
around the top of his head.
"You may not find it funny, but I do!" VARIO said and reverses the tape to re-watch the scene where
Warrio's overalls fly right into the face of Wario-Ware-Man. At this very night however Cindella will be
heading back home, having her hand bag packed and ready.
"Alright guys, I'm heading home now!" Cindella said as she waves at them. Maya gets up and runs towards
Cindella to hug her, with Cindella doing the same.
"Aaw, I so hope we'll be seeing each other again in the future! Be careful out there with all your activities."
Maya told her.
"I will be careful Maya." Cindella said and pauses for a brief moment. "Warrio, I'd like to give something
to you!"
Cindella heads over to where Warrio's sitting and kisses him on the cheek. She gives him a note and heads
out to the front door where Maya and Cindella wave each other goodbye.

"Bye Cindella. May we meet again sometime!" Maya said.
"I'll try my best to call you. If I don't, maybe you'll see me popping up again at some point somewhere."
Cindella said and starts heading off, with Maya closing the door.
"I can't believe she's arlready going back home. Makes me wish her visits lasted longer... anyhow, knowing
her well, I think she will return again." Maya said and goes back into the living room. On the sofa Warrio
is now looking at the note Cindella gave him, with trying to peek from time to time.
"I... I just can't believe it... Guys, Cindella gave me her phone number! Wahoo!!" Warrio shouted out in
excitement. Wario-Ware-Man and VARIO just watch him as he just said that, completely dumbfounded.
"Now that's something even I didn't expect to happen tonight!" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Yep. I'm a little confused though... why is Warrio suddenly in love with some kind of girl, or is he??"
asked VARIO.
"Your guess is just as good as mine VARIO." Wario-Ware-Man replied.
"I'm not minding it though. After all, at some point even someone like Warrio would eventually be bound
to find his dream girl in life, and that girl happened to be my sister." Maya said.
"Yeah, I suppose you're right there. Still though... I'm feeling a bit uneasy over this. For years we've never
once considered having any girlfriends or such, and... um... ah well, suppose things always changes with
time, and change is often unavoidable... anyhow, who knows where this is going to head at... Maybe
Warrio and Cindella'll get married? Maybe they'll have children? Or even neither of it, and they remain
together anyway??" Wario-Ware-Man said.
"Yeah... who really knows where things will be taking off for Warrio from here..." VARIO said to himself,
still unable to get it into his mind that Warrio's now dating a young bee girl.
Indeed, Warrio seems to finally have found his biggest love in life alongside his own parrot. How will this
new relationship between Warrio and Cindella play out like? Would it be lasting for a fairly long time?
That's something only time, or future stories can tell...
The End...

